Type in your keyword(s) or phrase*

*Fewer keywords=more results / more keywords=fewer results
* Type phrases (words to be searched together) inside quotation marks, e.g. “A Tale of Two Cities” searches this phrase – rather than the separate words, tale and cities, etc.

Click the down arrows to search by a word or phrase that contains - or is exactly in - the title, name, subject, etc.*

*Other down arrows let you specify material type to find only books…eBooks…audio-visual (DVDs and streaming videos)…music, etc. ….plus you can limit by language and campus/college.

On the Results Screen…

If you didn’t specify a material type, a big list of many types of materials may appear. Revise your keywords and search limiters in the boxes and click “Search” to get a new list …

OR … click links on the left to narrow the results